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Abstract

For more than a decade it has been realised that electrostatic
double layers are likely to occur in space. We briefly discuss
the theoretical background of such double layers. Host of the
paper is devoted to an account of the observational evidence for
double layers in the ionosphere and magnetosphere of the Earth.
Several different experiments are reviewed including rocket and
satellite measurements and ground based observations. It is con-
cluded that the observational evidence for double layers in space
is very stcjng. The experimental results indicate that double
layers w< c) videly different properties may exist in space.



1. Introduction

The electrostatic double layer may now be considered a well-estab-

lished phenomenon in laboratory plasmas. Dnring the last two de-

cades a great number of experiments have been performed showing

that double layers of various types can arise under widly diffe-

rent plasma conditions (including both magnetized and non-magne-

tized plasmas (see Torvén (1979), ltorvén and Lindberg (1980), and

Sato (1982) and references therein). In some plasma experiments

refined equipment and technique have been required to study the

double layers. In other plasma experiments again (not primarily

aimed for the investigation of double layers) it has even been

difficult to avoid the occurrence of double layers.

From the study of cosmic plasmas it has been increasingly clear

that such plasmas do not usually differ in any fundamental way

from the plasmas produced in the laboratory. It is therefore rea-

sonable to suppose that just as double layers occur in laboratory

plasmas they should also occur in cosmic plasmas. In accordance

with this view it has been suggested that double layers may exist

in many cosmic sites such as in the solar atmosphere (Alfvén and

Carlqvist, 1967; Carlqvist, 1969, 1979), in the ionosphere and mag-

netosphere of the Earth (see references further on in this paper),

in the magnetosphere of Jupiter (Shawhan et al., 1975; Shawhan,

1976; Smith and Goertz, 1978), and in double radio sources (radio ga-

laxies; Alfvén, 1978). In the present paper we shall restrict

ourselves to discussing the possible occurrance of double layers

in the ionosphere and magnetosphere of the Earth. The emphasis

will be on the observational evidence of-auch double layers as

obtained from the ground, fro» rockets, and from satellites.

First, however, we shall briefly consider some theoretical

aspects of double layers in space.



2. Theoretical background

The cosmic plasma that is most easily accessible to direct study

is the plasma in the ionosphere and magnetosphere of the Earth.

It is also in this plasma we at present find the strongest indi-

cations of the existence of cosmic double layers. Already at the

end of the fifties Alfvfin (1958) suggested that structures similar

to double layers might occur in the upper ionosphere. The struc-

tures considered by Alfvfin are of the sane type as the double

layers studied experimentally by Schönhuber (1958) and Crawford

and Freeston (1963) separating two plasmas of different tempera-

tures and densities.

In more recent time the possibility of ionospheric and magneto-

spheric double layers has attracted an increasing interest,

especially in connection with the question of how auroral particles

are accelerated. Measurements show that auroral electrons often

precipitate along the magnetic field lines with their energies

peaked in the interval»1-10 keV. The energies of the electrons

usually reach a maximum in the middle of the precipitating region,

typically having a width of »50 km, thus giving rise to what is

known as as "inverted V-structure" (Prank and Ackerson, 1971;

Gurnett, 1972).

Several mechanisms, most of which being founded on parallel

electric fields, have been proposed to explain how auroral par-

ticles ire accelerated (see e.g. Fälthammar, 1977,1078? Meng,t978).

One of the most interesting of these mechanisms is constituted

by the double layer (Block,1969,1f72a,1975,1978fAkasofu,19G9>Kan

et ak, 1979; Goertz, 1979). The auroral particles may

be accelerated either in one step by a single double

layer or in several steps by many double layers in series. An

example of an ionospheric-magnetospheric current system containing

a double layer is illustrated in Figure 1 (Alfvén,1977). Here

electrons are accelerated downwards producing auroras at lower

levels while ions are accelerated upwards. A two-dimensional

model of an ionospheric doubel layer has been studied by

Wagner et al. (1980) using computer simulation methods.



To be able to satisfactorily describe the formation of a double

layer in a plasma it is necessary to take into account the whole

electric circuit containing the double layer (see Alfvén, 1977,

1981). The reason for this is that the external circuit determines

the electric boundary conditions of the double layer. An example

of a simple equivalent circuit including a voltage source, an

inductance, a resistance and a double layer is shown in Figure 2

(cf. Figure 1). In such a circuit the double layer may be con-

sidered a load which has to be supplied with energy by a genera-

tor. (The generator may consist of a voltage source, an induc-

tance, or both). Among other things this implies that the poten-

tial drop in the double layer cannot be an isolated phenomenon

but must exist also in the plasma outside the layer. Hence it is

clear that the equipotential surfaces inside the double layer

must continue in the surrounding plasma as well. A set of possible

equipotential configurations in and around an ionospheric double

layer is shown in Figure 3 (Block, 1969). It should be noticed,

however, that if there is an inductive generator present in the

circuit the equipotential surfaces cannot penetrate into the

generator region since the concept of potential does not apply

there.

An interesting by-product of the double layer is the drift

motion of the plasma surrounding the layer. The electric field,

E, which exists in the plasma outside a double layer will together

with the magnetic field, B, give rise to diift motions of the
2 —

plasma, v^ = E x 13/B , Both rotary motions and shearing motions
are conceivable (Carlqvist 1969, 1979? Carlqvist and Boström,

1970). As we shall see later on (Section 3) this drift motion

may help to reveal the presence of double layers in the iono-

sphere and magnetosphere.

An important point to explain is under what conditions double

layers can be formed in the ionosphere and magnetosphere. La-

boratory experiments together with theoretical investigations

and computer simulations indicate that there are at least two

main mechanisms which can lead to double layers.



First, double layers may be formed as the result of some current

dependent instability, e.g. the two-stream instability, or the

ion-acoustic instability (AlfvSn and Carlqvist, 1967; Babic and

Torvén, 1974; Torvén and Babic, 1975, 1976; Goertz and Joyce,

1975; De«~root et al., 1977; fato and Okuda 1930, 1981; Belova

et al, 1980; Raadu and Carlqvist, 1981). Strong magnetic-field-

-aligned currents (i7/B> with current densities of more than

10 Am have been observed in the plasma above the auroral region

(Zmuda et al., 1966,1967; Vondrak et al., 1969; Cloutier et al.,

1970; Armstrong and Zrouda, 1970). The field-aligned currents, which

often seem to be concentrated to thin sheets situated inside the

inverted V-regions, might be sufficiently strong to initiate insta-

bilities with accompanying double layers in the plasma.

Secondly, double layers may be formed to adapt two current-

-carrying plasmas of different properties to one another. Such

double layers have, as mentioned above, been considered

theoretically by Alfvén (1958) and experimentally by Schönhuber

(1958) and Crawford and Freeston (1963). Mora recently Lennartsson

(1978a,b) has in some detail investigated how double layers of a

similar type may be formed in the raagnetosphere. He considers a

current loop connecting the hot magnstospheric plasma with the

cold ionospheric plasma (cf. Figure 1). In part of the circuit

the current is field-aligned. For this field-aligned current to

flow from the ionosphere to the magnctosphere a large potential

drop is required. This is a consequence of whe magnetic mirroring

of the electrons carrying most of t.\t :urrent. Normally the plas-

ma must be qua3i-neutral,othar*>rii? excessively high electric

fields would be generated. However, Lennartssen finds that quasi-

-neutrality is possible in most of tiie plasma only if the poten-

tial makes a sudden jump in the part of the loop carrying upward

field-aligned currents. Lennartsson identifies this potential

jump with a double layer.



3« Observational evidence of double layers In space

3.1 Studies_of_the_gitch^angle_distribution_of_aurgral_electrons

About ten years after Alfven's suggestion of double layers In
the ionosphere-magnetosphere of the Earth, -he first measurements
Indicating the existence of such layers were performed. By means
of a rocket probe reaching a height of about 250 km Albert and
Lindström (1970) studied the pitch-angle distribution of elec-
trons in the ionosphere above a visible aurora (angular resolu-
tion « 0.5°). At heights ranging from 180 km to 240 km they
found that the flux of electrons (with energies peaked around
10 keV) exhibited several troughs and peaks in the pitch angle
interval « 77°-103°. Albert and Lindström interpreted the flux
variations as being caused by ionospheric double layers. Their
arguments were as follows: Assume that a precipitating electron
is spiralling around the magnetic field lines of strength, B-j,
at a pitch angle of, cu and with the energy W. when a double
layer of potential drop, <|>DL, is encountered (see Figure 4a).
When the electron passes the double layer it gains the energy,
e<j>DLi so that the total energy of the electron below the double
layer is

WO ' W1 + e*DL* (1)

Under the assumption that the magnetic moment of the electron

is conserved

(2)v

we

.1.
B

then

2
sin a.,
B1

const. ,

have

Wo,ln
2ao

(3)

where B o is the strength of the magnetic field and aQ is the pitch
angle of the electron at the position of the rocket below the
double layer. From Equations (1) and (3) we find

sin2oo « ^ O - ^ — ) sin 2a r (4)



Equation (4) shows that the pitch angle, ctQ, has a maximum value

a , Putting a., =90° we get
o max '

Hence, it is clear that there must be a region of void in the

Interval <»omax *
 a

o
 < 90° as regards the injected electron flux

(see Figure 4b).

An important effect of the double layer is to lower the magnetic

mirror point of the precipitating electrons. As a result of

this, enhanced scattering of the electrons will take place. Some

of the scattered electrons are quasi-trapped in a region limited

by the mirror point and the double layer. The quasi-trapped

electrons are found in the pitch-angle interval aoinax to 90°

(see Figure 4b). Albert and Lindström identified the experimental"

ly observed troughs in the pitch-angle distribution with the

flux minimum at <*onax shown in Figure 4b.

If we differentiate Equation (5) and eliminate e$ D L we obtain

Inserting the observed variation of aQ m&x with Wo into this

equation Albert and Lindström could determine the value of BQ/B1
and, hence, the level at which the double layer occurred. By

means of Equation (5) the potential drop, $DL, could furthermore

be settled. Albert and Lindström found that fits to the experi-

mental data indicated the presence of three double layers at

altitudes of about 250, 270, and 280 km. The potential drops

derived for these layers were 80, 160, and 160 V respectively.

3.2 Whirling_motion_of^auroral^isregularities

Indications for the presence of double layers above the auroral

zone has also been given by Carlqvist and Boström (1970). Using

TV-recordings made from the northern hemisphere they studied the

motion of auroral irregularities near the magnetic zenith. Occa-

sionally the irregularities were seen to stream in opposite

directions giving the impression of elongated whirls* The sense
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of rotation was counter-clockwise and the duration of the pheno-

menon amounted to a few seconds only. The corresponding velo-

cities were in the range 4-20 km s~ and the width of the region

in which the streaming could be seen was about 10 km.

Carlqvist and Boström suggested that the whirling motions ob-

served might be caused by magnetospheric double layers. They

considered a model of a thin current slab containing a double

layer and carrying magnetic-field-aligned currents upwards from

the ionosphere to the magnetosphere (see Figure 5). Inside the

double layer the eguipotential surfaces are densely packed while

crossing the magnetic field lines. Outside the layer the egui-

potential surfaces must be mainly parallel to the magnetic field

because of the high parallel conductivity of the ambient plasma

(Block, 1969). It is furthermore assumed that the surfaces are

bent upwards as a result of the short-circuiting effect of the

lower ionosphere. Hence, there is an electric field directed

inwards towards the centre of the current slab in the plasma

above the double layer. This electric field, together with the

magnetic field, gives rise to drift motions of the plasma,

v- = ExB/B., above the layer. The drift motions, which are oppo-

sitely directed in both halves of the slab, are projected down-

wards on the ionosphere by means of the electrons accelerated

in the double layer. Hence the ionosphere acts as the screen of

a cathode ray tube on which the motions of irregularities in

the plasma above the double layer can be observed.

From the observed velocities of the auroral irregularities and

the width of the streaming region it was possible to estimate

the potential drop across the double layer. Using the values

quoted above a potential drop of about 1-5 kV was obtained.

Assuming the current direction in the slab to correspond to an

electron aurora the sense of rotation of the auroral irregula-

rities, as seen from below, should be countnr-clockwise in the

northern hemisphere just as found from the TV-recordings. In

the southern hemisphere the sense of rotation should be the

opposite. Such a change of the sense of rotation with the sign

of the latitude has in fact been detected by Hallinan and Davis

(1970). When studying a great number of small-scale auroral



structures called curls they found that these structures, as

seen from below, rotated counter-clockwise in the northern hemi-

sphere and clockwise in the southern hemisphere.

It should be noticed that tie observations of the whirling auro-

ral irregularities do not prove the existence of magnetospheric

double layers. The observations only indicate that there are

strong electric fields present above the moving auroral forms

observed. These electric fields might in principle be generated

by some other mechanism such as, for instance, anomalous resisti-

vity. There are, however, good arguments that speak in favour

of the double layer as the cause of the electric fields. The

double layer should for instance accelerate an electron flux

downwards producing a fairly monoenergetic peak. Such electron

fluxes are often observed in connection with auroral arcs. The

anomalous resistivity should primarily give rise to a strong

local heating of the magnetospheric plasma.

3.3 Bariuro_plasraa_experiments

During the last decade additional measurements have been per-

formed which support the idea that double layers occur in the

magnetosphere. Thus Wescott et al.. (1976 a,b) and Haerendel et al.

(1976) have studied electric fields in the magnetosphere by means

of artificially injected barium plasmas. During the second of

two bar:urn plasma experiments (the Skylab h«ta experiment)

Wescott et ai. found that the barium plasma first formed one

streak which drifted magnetically eastward. About 15 minutes

after injection the streak was observed to brighten and to split

into multiple streaks above an altitude of h * 5500 km (see Figure

6). The various streaks drifted apart with high velocities

(15 km s at 9000 km altitude corresponding to a perpendicular

electric field, Ej^ « 50 mV m~ ), and after some five minutes

they had diffused and could no longer be detected. All that re-

mained was the original streak truncated near h = 7600 km. 3t is

to be noticed that below an altitude of about 5500 km the streak

did not split up or show any appreciable variation of intensity.

Prom the upward motion of the truncated streak* it was concluded

that the barium ions had gained an energy of at least 34 eV
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(from « 11 eV to > 45 eV)parallel to the magnetic field.

The injection of the barium plasma took place at the expansive

phase of a magnetic substorm when the AE index was about 400 y.

At the time of the splitting the projection of the flux tube

of the streak on the 100 km level coincided with the poleward

boundary of a diffuse aurora. The boundary was interpreted to

be an eastward-drifting omega band (Akasofu, 1974). Comparison

of the appearance of the streak and the appearance of theore-

tically calculated magnetic field lines showed that a good fit

could be obtained only if there was an upward field-aligned

sheet current of the magnitude »0.2 A m present south of

the streaks (or downward north of the streaks).

Hescott et al. proposed that their observational results could

be interpreted in terms of a double layer according to either

of the models shown in Figures 7a and 7b. In Figure 7a the

solid curves represent the equipotential surfaces in and around

a double layer as suggested by Block (1972b)(cf. Figure 3) while

in Figure 7b the solid curves represent the equipotential sur-

faces as given by Swift et al. (1976). In both the figures the

potential gradient is directed away from the axis of symmetry.

The dashed-dotted lines illustrate the schematic location of

the barium flux tube. If it is assumed that the double layer

occurrei at an altitude of ^bout 5500 kin these models may explain

the rapid drift motion of the upper part of the barium streak

and the upward acceleration of the barium ions. Furthermore/

there should be no or little drift motion below the double layer.

By means of two similar barium plasma experiments Haerendel et al.

(1976) Investigated the electric fields in the magnetosphere

under relatively quiet magnetic conditions. In the fiaet of

these experiments the barium plasma was injected along the mag-

netic field lines from an altitude of about 600 km. The altitude

of the upper tip of the barium jet was registered and is shown

versus time in Figure 8. Here the solid line represents the

theoretically calculated adiabatic motion of the barium ions

(i.e. motion only governed by the Lorentz and gravitational

forces) when released with the actually observed initial speed.
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As is evident from the figure the barium ions followed the

adlabatic path quite well below an altitude of « 2500 km.

However, above this altitude there is a strong deviation from

the adiabatic path with the particles moving upwards with a

substantially increased velocity. The increase of the velocity

corresponds to a gain of energy of the barium ions of 190 eV.

At the time of the acceleration of the barium jet only a diffuse

red aurora was observed in the area of interest. No auroral

arc was visible underneath the barium jet.

In the second experiment the barium jet consisting of two major

streaks (the splitting into these had occurred immediately

after injection) was first found to follow an adiabatic path

(the injection angle was 1800-41°»139° with respect to the

direction of the magnetic field). About 11.5 minutes after in-

jection one of the streaks started to move upwards with a much

enhanced speed (see Figure 9 upper part). When the acceleration

started the tip of the streak had reached an altitude of M 7500 km.

Despite of observational difficulties it could be concluded that

the speed increased by roughly one order of magnitude from a

value near 10 km s before the acceleration up to m 100 km s

after. This increase of the velocity corresponds to a free fall

of the barium ions through a potential drop of « 7.2 keV. At

the same time as the acceleration of the jet took place a low-

altitude barium cloud, that had settled at a height of « 260 km,

was activated showing a sudden increase of the transverse elec-

tric fields from « 15 raV m to ** 140 mV m (see Figure 9,

lower part).

During most of the first phase of the experiment no auroral arcs

were observed in the neighbourhood of the magnetic field lines

occupied by the barium jet. However, at the onset of the upward

acceleration of the barium ions, 11.5 minutes after injection,

bright auroral arcs appeared in the general area of the projected

jet.

Haerendel et al. were not able to conclude whether the electric

fields that accelerated the barium ions upwards were caused by

double layers, plasma turbulence or other mechanisms. The main
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reason for this was that the integration time of the TV-pictures

showing the streaks was too long to permit a determination of

whether the potential drops were sharp or more distributed.

3.4 Sat§ilite_measuremeot§

Further evidence for the occurrence of double layers in the

magnetosphere comes from direct (in situ) measurements of the elec-

tric field made on board the S3-i3 satellite (Mozer et al., 1977;

Temerin et al,, 1982) .Mozer et al. found that when the satellite

crossed the auroral zones at altitudes in the range, 2000-8000 km,

strong electric fields of up to M 0.5 Vm occasionally occurred.

The electric fields were predominantly oriented perpendicular to

the magnetic field, but sometimes the parallel component could

be as large as or larger than the perpendicular components (see

Figure 10). In the events shown by Figure 10 the parallel elec-

tric field is of the order of several hundred mV m and directed

away from Earth.

The enhanced electric fields were generally detected in limited

regions having an extension of up to a few tens of kilometres

along the path of the satellite. In such regions the perpen-

dicular component could switch from one direction to the reverse

with a number of spikes superimposed. However, usually

the double-structure of the electric field pattern was

not so clear as in Figure JO. The typical potential drops esti-

mated from the measured electric field were of the order of a

few kilovolts. In the general area surrounding the region of

enhanced electric field it was mostly observed large magnetic-

field-aligned currents (> 10 A m " ) , electrostatic waves

(identified as ion-cyclotron waves), and upflowing ions with

energies of a few kilovolts.

Mozer et al.interpreted their observational results in terms

of oblique double layers (or electrostatic shocks as they call

them) similar to the oblique double layer studied theoretically

by Swift (1975). This kind of layer strongly depends on the

presence of a magnetic field and has a thickness of several

ion gyro-radii. Later Shawhan et al.(197ft) have pointed out
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that the intense electric fields observed might equally well

be due to ordinary double layers of the same type as those

shown in Figures 5 and 7a.

Recently Temerin et al. (1982) have drawn attention to new

results of the electric field measurements made on board the

S3-3 satellite. The measurements reveal two types of structures

which primarily appear in the parallel component of the electric

field, £N. First there are structures denoted DL (see Figure

11) which predominantly consist of one polarity. The polarity

is such as to accelerate ions upwards and electrons downwards.

Secondly, there are structures denoted SW (see Figure 11) con-

sisting of two opposite polarities of approximately equal mag-

nitude. Both the DL and SW structures of EH are characterized

by an amplitude typically not greater than 15 roV m" and a

duration of about 2-20 ms. As may be seen from Figure 11 the

structures of EB have little or no correspondence in the per-

pendicular components. These latter components chiefly reveal

electrostatic ion-cyclotron waves and low frequency noise. Thus

it is clear that the DL and SW structures differ appreciably from

the electric field measurements reported earlier by Mozer et aJL.

(1977).

The DL and SW structures were mainly observed in the dusk sector

of the auroral zone at altitudes above 6000 km. Here, events

consisting of 10 to 400 separate DL and SW structures were

fairly common. The typical spatial scale of the events cor-

responded to w1° invariant latitude. In the general region

where the events occurred there were upward-directed field-
—7 —2

aligned currents with a current density of * 10 A m , intense

beams of upward moving 0.5 keV ions, and large fluxes of down-

going 0.5 keV electrons. Associated with the events were also

electrostatic ion cyclotron waves and a depletion of the electron

density.

Temerin et al. interpreted the DL structures as being caused

by double layers and the SW structures as being due to solitary

waves. From rather uncertain estimates of the difference of the

onset times of the DL structures measured by two sets of double
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probes (the error was of the same magnitude as the quantities

measured) Teraerln et al. claimed that the velocity of the

double layers along the magnetic field lines and relative to

the spacecraft was it 50 km s . Combining this velocity with

a typical duration of the Z>L structures cf 4 ms they found

that the length scale of the double layer parallel to the mag-

netic field was > 200 m. Hence, with a parallel compo-

nent of the electric field, E(l « 10 mV m~ , the potential

drop across each of the double layers should be of the order

of a few volts or more.

Tenerin et al. also found that during an event the DL structures

occupied approximately 5% of the total time. Since in the struc-

tures EB w 10 mV m~ , this implies that the average parallel

electric field was w 0.5 mV m . Such an electric field, distri-

buted over an altitude interval of » 1000 km, would give a

potential drop of 0.5 kV corresponding to the particle energies

observed. Temerin et al. suggested that many small double layers

in series, distributed along a magnetic field line, might

account for kilovolt potential drops and for acceleration of

auroral particles.
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4. Conclusions

The observations described in Section 3 clearly demonstrate

that strong electric fields, with both parallel and perpendicular

components of up to at least M0.5 Vm~ , exist in the ionosphere

and magnetosphere of the Earth. It has been found that these

fields can give rise to potential drops as large as about seven

kilovolts. In some cases it has also been possible to establish

that the potential drops are limited to fairly small distances

along the magnetic field lines, Shawhan et al. (1978) and Goertz

(1979) have pointed out that the double layer seems to be the

only mechanism that is capable of producing the strongest elec-

tric fields observed (£, 100 mVnT1). Taking this argument and all

the observational material reviewed above into account we must

conclude that there is now very strong evidence for the existence

of double layers in the ionosphere and magnetosphere.

It may be of some interest to compare the various observations

indicating ionospheric and magnetospheric double layers in

order to see in what respects they are similar and in what

respects they differ. If we first consider the electric field,

which is the quantity most carefully measured, we find that

it varies within wide limits. Both the parallel component and

the perpendicular component of the field cover the interval

«1 - 1000 mVm" (see Table I). Table I reveals that also the

time periods during which the electric fields are observed and the

total potential drops inferred vary -considerably in between diffe-

rent observations. T5hus the time periods range from a few milli-

seconds to about one minute while the potential drops range

from some volt to many kilovolts. Further, the altitude* at vrtiich

the potential drops occur are found in the interval h«v250 - 8000 km.

Although the quantities discussed above are subject to large

spreads the various experimental results also exhibit several com-

mon features. In all cases where it has been possible to estimate

the predominant direction of the parallel electric field it

has been such as to accelerate electrons downwards and positive

ions upwards. Furthermore, enhanced magnetic-field-aligned currents

have often been observed in connection with parallel electric

fields. Another common feature 0$ the observations is that the
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electric fields recorded mostly seem to be positively corre-

lated with auroral activity (and/or the auroral zones).

From what has been said above we can infer that the various ob-

servations are qualitatively rather similar but quantitatively

very dispersed. This indicates that double layers having diffe-

rent properties are present in the ionospheric and magneto-

spheric plasmas. It is possible that the observations displayed

in Table I may be divided into two or more distinct groups, each

representing double layers having roughly the same parameter

values. Whether such a division has any physical significance

has, however, to await further investigations.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1 Example of a current loop passing through the ionosphere

and magnetosphere of the Earth. The current, which is

driven by an electromotive force, mainly produced by

plasma motions at I, may give ris to one or more double

layers, D (Alfvén, 1977).

Fig. 2 Example of a simple electric circuit containing a double

layer in series with a voltage source, an inductance, L,

and a resistance, R. A current, I, flows in the circuit.

Fig. 3 Four possible configurations of equipotential surfaces

in and around ionospheric doubeJ layers (Block, 1969).

Fig. 4 (a) Schematic picture of an electron spiralling down the

magnetic field, B. At an altitude of about 300 km, where

the pitch angle and energy of the electron are a- and W-

respectively, the electron encounters a double layer which

accelerates it. At some position below the double layer

the pitch angle and energy are a and W respectively,

(b) Idealized picture of the pitch angle distribution of

electrons below a double layer. The injected electrons,

which have passed the double layer, have pitch angles

only below a certain limit (in this example 77°). In the

interval between this limit and 90° quasi-trapped elec-

trons are found (after Albert and Lindström, 1970).

Fig. 5 Schematic cross-section of a current slab containing a

double layer. The equipotentials (dashed curves) are bent

upwards and hence there are drift motions, y,=ExB/B , in

the plasma above the double layer. Inhoniogeneities in

this plasma arc projected downwards as moving auroral

irregularities by means of the electrons accelerated in

the double layer.

Fig. 6 TV-frame of barium streak? at 16 minutes after injection

(Wescott et al., 1976). The superimposed solid curve re-

presents a theoretically derived magnetic field line. To

obtain a good fit it was assumed that there existed a

field-aligned upward sheet current of 0.2 Am , oriented

magnetically east-west. Altitudes are shown on one side of

the curve instantaneous streaming velocities on the other.
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Notice the lack of low-altitude continuation of the streaks

on both sides of the main streak.

Pig. 7 (a) Equipotentials in and around a double layer situated

in a current sheet (Block, 1972b). (b) Equipotential

model for an auroral arc (Swift et al., 1976). In both

pictures the dashed-dotted lines represent the position

of the barium flux tube (Wescott et al., 1976).

Fig. 8 Observed upward notion of the upper tip of the barium ion

jet (filled triangles) on Dec. 17, 1974. The solid curve

shows the adiabatic path of an ion with initial velocity

12.6 km s parallel to the magnetic field while the

dashed line represents a velocity of 19 km s~ . The de-

viation of the data from an extrapolation of the dashed

line at altitudes above « 6000 km is due to decreasing

brightness of the jet (Haerendel et al., 1976).

Fig. 9 (Upper part) Observed upward motion of the upper tip of

the barium ion jet (filled triangles) on Jan. 11, 1975.

At a night of « 7500 km the ions were accelerated to a

velocity of about 100 ksa s corresponding to an energy

gain of M 7.3 keV. (Lower part) Transverse electric field

observed at a hight of 260 km and projected downwards

along the magnetic field liies on the 100 km level (Haeren-

del et al., 1976).

Fig. 10 One of the best examples of large electric fields measured

on board the S3-3 satellite (Mozer et al., 1977). Both

parallel and perpendicular components of several hundred

mV m were recorded. Unfortunately one of the electric

field detectors was saturated in the event near 11:28.

Fig. 11 Perpendicular and parallel electric field components

(ordinate) measured on board the S3-3 satellite during

a 0.4 second time interval on Aug. 11, 1976 and at an

altitude of 6030 km (Temerln et al., 1982),
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